Who is CFPPC?
The Common Fence Point Preparedness Committee (CFPPC) is a volunteer group, formed in July 2019 with the vision that CFP is prepared for and resilient to acute hazards such as flooding from intense storms and extreme tides as well as the impacts of long-term climate change such as sea level rise.

1. Know Your Risk
   - Stay tuned for CFPPC sponsored educational forums and review flood maps at www.msc.fema.gov

2. Make A Plan
   - Ensure that all the members of your household—including children and people with disabilities know how to reach each other and where to meet up in an emergency. Plannings tips available at www.ready.gov

3. Take Action
   - Sign up for Portsmouth CodeRED Emergency notifications at portsmouthri.com/423/CodeRED
Would you know what to do in the face of severe storms or increased flooding in Common Fence Point?

Mission

- CONNECT CFP community members and respond to their needs
- SHARE pertinent information and resources
- PROMOTE activities that enhance preparedness and resilience to hazards threatening the community, including those resulting from long-term climate change
- COORDINATE with Town, State, and other stakeholders

The CFPPC offers informative opportunities for you, your family, and the entire community to be more prepared and resilient!

All are welcome to attend the CFPPC monthly meetings. First Wednesday of each month, 6-7:30pm, CFP Hall.

Get Involved

The CFPPC offers informative opportunities for you, your family, and the entire community to be more prepared and resilient!

All are welcome to attend the CFPPC monthly meetings. First Wednesday of each month, 6-7:30pm, CFP Hall.

For more information, cfp-prep@commonfencepoint.org